Abstract. Multivariate polynomial interpolation is a basic and fundamental subject in Approximation Theory and Numerical Analysis, which has received and continues receiving not deep but constant attention. In this short survey we review its development in the rst 75 years of this century, including a pioneering paper by Kronecker in the 19th century.
x1. Introduction
Interpolation, by polynomials or other functions, is a rather old method in applied mathematics. This is already indicated by the fact that, apparently, the word \interpolation" itself has been introduced by J. Wallis as early as 1655 as it is claimed in 13]. Compared to this, polynomial interpolation in several variables is a relatively new topic and probably only started in the second half of the last century with work by W. Borchardt 6] and L. Kronecker 22] . If one considers, for example, the Encyklop adie der Mathematischen Wissenschaften 13] (Encyclopedia of Math. Sciences), originated by the Preu ische Akademie der Wissenschaften (Prussian Academy of Sciences) to sum up the \state of art" of mathematics at its time, then the part on interpolation, written by J. Bauschinger (Bd. I, Teil 2), mentions only one type of multivariate interpolation, namely (tensor) products of sine and cosine functions in two variables, however, without being very speci c. The French counterpart, the Encyclop edie de Sciences Mathematiques 14] , also contains a section on interpolation (Tome I, vol. 4), where H. Andoyer translated and extended Bauschinger's exposition. Andoyer is even more explicit with his opinion on multivariate polynomial interpolation, by making the following statement which we think that time has contradicted: Il est manifeste que l'interpolation des fonctions de plusiers variables ne demande aucun principe nouveau, car dans tout ce qui pr ec ede le fait que la variable ind ependante etait unique n'a souvent jou e aucun rôle. 1 Nevertheless, despite of Andoyer's negative assessment, multivariate polynomial interpolation has received not deep but constant attention from one part of the mathematical community and is today a basic subject in Approximation Theory and Numerical Analysis with applications to many mathematical problems. Of course, this eld has de nitely been in uenced by the availability of computational facilities, and this is one of the reasons that more papers have been published about this subject in the last 25 years than in the preceding 75 ones.
To our knowledge, there is not any paper before the present one surveying the early papers and books on multivariate polynomial interpolation. Our aim is a rst, modest attempt to cover this gap. We do not claim to be exhaustive and, in particular, recognize our limitations with respect to the Russian literature. Moreover, it has to be mentioned that the early results on multivariate interpolation usually appear in the context of many di erent subjects. For example, papers on cubature formulas frequently have some part devoted to it. Another connection is Algebraic Geometry, since the solvability of a multivariate interpolation problem relies on the fact that the interpolation points do not lie on an algebraic surface of a certain type. So it is di cult to verify precisely if and when a result appeared somewhere for the rst time or if it had already appeared, probably even in an implicit way, in a di erent context. We remark that another paper in this volume 25] deals, complementarily, with recent results in the subject, see also 16] .
Along the present paper we denote by d k the space of d-variate polynomials of total degree not greater than k.
x1. Kronecker, Jacobi and multivariate interpolation Bivariate interpolation by the tensor product of univariate interpolation functions, that is when the variables are treated separately, is the classical approach to multivariate interpolation. However, when the set of interpolation points is not a Cartesian product grid, it is impossible to use that idea. Today, given any set of interpolation points, there exist many methods to construct an adequate polynomial space which guarantees unisolvence of the interpolation problem. Surprisingly, this idea of constructing an appropriate interpolation space was already pursued by Kronecker 22] in a widely unknown paper from 1865, which seems to be the rst treatment of multivariate polynomial interpolation with respect to fairly arbitrary point con gurations. We think it is worth to devote some attention here to this paper and to resolve its main ideas in today's terminology, in particular, because it uses the \modern" approach of connecting polynomial interpolation to the theory of polynomial ideals.
Kronecker's method to construct an interpolating polynomial assumes that the disjoint nodes z 1 ; : : :; z N 2 C j j d are given in implicit form, i.e., they are (all) the common simple zeros of d polynomials f 1 ; :
is a square one, that is, the number of equations and the number of variables coincide. We are interested in the nite variety V of solutions of (1) 
Since the interpolation nodes are assumed to be disjoint, this means that for all j 6 = k the matrix G k (z j ) is singular, hence the determinant of G k (z j )
has to be zero. Moreover, the assumption that z 1 ; : : :; z N are simple zeros guarantees that det G k (z k ) 6 = 0. Then, Kronecker's interpolant takes, for any
Hence, P = span det G k ( ) det G k (z k ) : k = 1; : : :; N is an interpolation space for the interpolation nodes z 1 ; : : : ; z N . Note that this method does not give only one interpolation polynomial but in general several di erent interpolation spaces, depending on how the representation in (3) is chosen. In any way, note that for each polynomial f 2 C j j z] the di erence f ? (8) Combining (8) with (6) then yields the existence of polynomials q 1 ; : : :; q d such that
and comparing homogeneous terms of degree deg g Kronecker realized that either, for any p such that deg p < deg g,
or there exist homogeneous polynomials h 1 ; : : :; h d such that
The latter case, equation (10), says (in algebraic terminology) that there is a syzygy among the leading terms of the polynomials F j , j = 1; : : :; d, and is equivalent to the fact that N < deg f 1 deg f d , while (9) f (z j ) det G j (z j ) ; (11) which behaves very much like a divided di erence, since it is a combination of point evaluations which, provided that (9) hold true, annihilates d deg g?1 .
In addition, Kronecker refers to a paper by Borchardt 6] which he says treats the case of symmetric functions, probably elementary symmetric polynomials. Unfortunately, this paper is unavailable to us so far.
x2. Bivariate tables, the natural approach
Only very few research papers on multivariate polynomial interpolation were published during the rst part of this century. In the classical book Interpolation by I. F. Ste ensen 45], where one section (Section 19) is devoted to this topic, the author only refers to two related papers, recent at that time (1927), namely, 27] and 28]. The latter one, 28] turned out to be inaccessible to us, unfortunately, but it is not di cult to guess that it might have pursued a tensor product approach, because this is the unique point of view of 45].
The formulas given in 27] are Newton formulas for tensor product interpolation in two variables, and the author, S. Narumi, claims (correctly) that they can be extended to \many variables". Since it is a tensor product approach, the interpolation points are of the form (x i ; y j ), 0 i m,; 0 ; ; 0 such that
The special case of equidistant points on both axes is particularly considered in 27], and since the most popular formulas at that time were based on nite di erences with equally spaced arguments, Narumi shows how to extend Gauss, Bessel and Stirling univariate interpolation formulas for equidistant points to the bivariate case by tensor product. He also applies the formulas he obtained to approximate the values of bivariate functions, but he also mentions that some of his formulas had been already used by T. N. Thiele in 49] .
In Ste ensen's book 45], the Newton formula (12) is obtained in the same way, with the corresponding remainder formula (13) . Moreover, Ste ensen considers a more general case, namely when for each i; 0 i m, the interpolation points are of the form y 0 ; : : :; y n i , with 0 n i n. Now (14) with a slightly more complicated remainder formula. The most interesting particular cases happen when n i = n, which is the Cartesian product con- Since the triangular case corresponds to looking at the \lower triangle" of the tensor product situation only, this case can be resolved by tensor product methods. In particular, the respective error formula can be written as R(x; y) = (17) In In 37] and 38], Salzer introduced a concept of bivariate divided differences abandoning the idea of iteration for each variable x and y taken separately. Apparently this was the rst time (in spite of the similarity with (11) ) that bivariate divided di erences were explicitly de ned for irregularly distributed sets of points. Divided di erences with repeated arguments are also considered in 38] by coalescence of the ones with di erent arguments. A k f (x k ; y k ) ; (22) where the coe cients A i solve the linear system n X k=0
A k x i k y j k = 0; x i y j any of the rst n monomials of (21) n X k=0
A k x i k y j k = 1; x i y j the (n + 1)st monomial of (21). (23) These generalized divided di erences share some of the properties of the univariate ones but not all. Moreover, they have some limitations, for example they exist only if the determinant of the coe cients in (23) is di erent from zero, and one has no control of that property in advance. 2 interpolation points is unisolvent in 2 k , and U is a set of k + 2 points on an arbitrary straight line` IR 2 such that`\ T = ;, then the interpolation problem with respect to T U is unisolvent in 2 k+1 . Radon made use of this observation to build up point sets which give rise to unisolvent interpolation problems for 2 m recursively by degree. Clearly, these interpolation points immediately yield interpolatory cubature formulae.
The well{known B ezout theorem, cf. 50], states that two planar algebraic curves of degree m and n, with no common component, intersect each other at exactly mn points in an algebraic closure of the underlying eld, counting multiplicities. This theorem has many interesting consequences for bivariate interpolation problems, extensible to higher dimensions. For example, no unisolvent interpolation problem in 2 n can have more than n + 1 collinear points. Radon's method in 32] is a consequence of this type of observations, and some other more recent results of di erent authors can also be deduced in a similar form, as we shall see later.
Another example of a result which shows the more general point of view taken in multivariate interpolation at that time is due to H. C. Thacher Jr. and W. E. Milne 47] (see also 48]). Consider two univariate interpolation problems in 1 n?1 , with T 1 , T 2 as respective sets of interpolation points, both of cardinality n. Assume that T 1 \T 2 has cardinality n?1, hence T = T 1 T 2 has cardinality n + 1. The univariate Aitken{Neville interpolation formula combines the solutions of the two smaller problems based on T 1 and T 2 to obtain the solution in 1 n of the interpolation problem with T as the underlying set of interpolation points. The main idea is to nd a partition of unity, in this case a ne polynomials`1;`2, i.e.,`1 +`2 = 1, such that In 1943, R. Courant 11] suggested a nite di erence method applicable to boundary value problems arising from variational problems. It is considered one of the motivations of the nite element method, which emerged from the engineering literature along the 1950s. It is a variational method of approximation which makes use of the Rayleigh{Ritz{Galerkin technique. The method became very successful, with hundreds of technical papers published (see, e.g., the monograph 52]), even before its mathematical basis was completely understood at the end of the 1960s.
Involved in the process of the nite element method there are local polynomial interpolation problems, generally for polynomials of low degree, thus, with only few interpolation data. The global solution obtained by solving all the local interpolation problems is a piecewise polynomial of a certain regularity, depending on the amount and type of interpolation data in the common boundary between pieces. Some of the interest in multivariate polynomial interpolation along the 1960/70s was due to this method. x6. Hermite problems The use of partial or directional derivatives as interpolation data in the multivariate case had not received much attention prior to the nite element method, where they were frequently used. It seems natural to approach partial derivatives by coalescence, as in univariate Hermite interpolation problems. However, things are unfortunately much more complicated in several variables. As it was already pointed out by Salzer and G. M. Kimbro 36] in 1958, the Hermite interpolation problem based on the values of a bivariate function f(x; y) at two distinct points (x 1 ; y 1 ); (x 2 ; y 2 ) and on the values of the partial derivatives @f @x , @f @x at each of these two points is not solvable in the space 2 2 for any choice of points, although the number of interpolation conditions coincides with the dimension of the desired interpolation space. Some years later, A. C. Ahlin 1] circumvented some of these problems by using a tensor product approach: k 2 derivatives @ p+q f @x p @y q with 0 p; q k ? 1 are prescribed at the n 2 points of a Cartesian product. The interpolation space is the one spanned by x y with 0 ;
nk ? 1 and a formula for the solution is easily obtained.
We must mention that Salzer came back to bivariate interpolation problems with derivatives in 39] studying hyperosculatory interpolation over Cartesian grids, that is, interpolation problems where all partial derivatives of rst and second order and the value of the function are known at the interpolation points. Salzer gave some special con gurations of points which yield solvability of this type of interpolation problem in an appropriate polynomial space and also provided the corresponding remainder formulae.
Nowadays, Hermite and Hermite{Birkho interpolation problems have been studied much more systematically, see 16] and 25] for references.
x7. Other approaches
In 1966, C. Coatmelec 10] studied the approximation of functions of several variables by linear operators, including interpolation operators. At the beginning of the paper, he only considered interpolation operators based on values of point evaluations of the function, but later he also used values of derivatives. In this framework he obtained some qualitative and quantitative results on the approximation order of polynomial interpolation. At the end of 10], Coatmelec also includes some examples in IR 2 of points which are distributed irregularly along lines: n + 1 of the points on a line r 0 , n of them on another line r 1 , but not on r 0 , and so on until 1 point is chosen on a line r n but not on r 0 r n?1 . He then points out the unisolvence of the corresponding interpolation problem in 2 n which is, in fact, again a consequence of B ezout's theorem as in 32].
In 1971, G. Glaeser 17] considers Lagrange interpolation in several variables from an abstract algebraic/analytic point of view and acknowledges the inconvenience of working with particular systems of interpolation points due to the possibility of the nonexistence of a solution, in contrast to the univariate case. This is due to the nonexistence of polynomial spaces of dimension k > 1 in more than one variable such that the Lagrange interpolation problem has a unique solution for any system of k interpolation points. In other words, there are no nontrivial Haar (or Chebychev) spaces any more for two and more variables, cf. 12] or 24]. In 17], polynomial spaces with dimension greater than the number of interpolation conditions are considered in order to overcome this problem. Glaeser investigated these underdetermined systems which he introduced as interpolation schemes in 17] and also studied the problem of how to particularize the a ne space of all solutions of a given interpolation problem in order to obtain a unique solution. This selection process is done in such a way that it controls the variation of the solution when two systems of interpolation points are very \close" to each other, with the goal to obtain a continuous selection process.
